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As one of the maintenance supervisors at the largest university residence system in
the country, I am responsible for thousands of sinks, and drains in our apartment
complexes. We are self-operated and rely on an internal maintenance staff to do as
much repair and maintenance work as possible to offset the high costs of outside
plumbers.

We have found a good standby in United Laboratories Biatron (77). This heavy duty
drain opener has been a true problem solver for us when nothing mechanical can
unclog the drain. It does a fantastic job of dissolving all sorts of organic materials
without causing any harm to our plastic or iron pipes.

Just the in-house demonstration alone should make any drain maintainer want to
give this product a chance. I don't think you'll be disappointed.
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Mr. Josh Knuth
United Laboratories, Inc.
320 37th Ave
St. Charles, Ill. 60174

Dear Mr. Knuth

We at the Grandview Apartment complex are very pleased with
the performance of your product called United 77 Drain Opener,
Bi-Tron.

As we are an older apartment complex many drain problems
do arise and we can honestly say that your product really works
well.

We enjoyed your very professional manner and presentation
of your product. Thank you again for introducing us to Bi-Tron.

TL 77-4
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